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Dear fellow plumb bob collectors,
in 2007 I will give information about OLD and NEW plumb bob patents from all over
the world to the plumb bob collectors of our group. I’ve planned to make one information a
week, but we’ll see.
I try to send not only the patent copy, but also additional information like pages from
catalogues or pictures from patented plumb bobs that were really produced. You know that a
lot of plumb bob patents exist, but less than 30% were produced and only a few of them were
good enough to survive the hard conditions on the building plot!
Let us start with a very new one: US20060242852 Nov. 2, 2006 given to Ching-Yi LIN from
TAIWAN. He has got this patent in several countries.
Attached my WR PATENT NEWS (doc-file) and the ORIGINAL PATENT (PDF-file)
If you have any suggestions or questions to special plumb bob patents, please let me
know.
I was told last year by Bruce and Nelson that GOOGLE now has also a SEARCHING
MACHINE FOR PATENTS. This is a simple way to get a lot of information, although there
are actually some problems in the system. Try it! http://www.google.com/patents It is shown
only on the US Google homepage.
I have got my information from the EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE in MUNIC GERMANY
or from the GERMAN PATENT OFFICE in MUNIC (There they have patents from all over
the world) or from the US PATENT OFFICE (American patents only)
If anyone is not interested to get this information, please let me know and I will delete
your name from the mailing list.
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